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Abstract
In a large software system such as the Linux kernel, there is
a continual need for large-scale changes across many source
files, triggered by new needs or refined design decisions. In
this paper, we propose to ease such changes by suggesting
transformation rules to developers, inferred automatically
from a collection of examples. Our approach can help auto-
mate large-scale changes as well as help understand existing
large-scale changes, by highlighting the various cases that
the developer who performed the changes has taken into ac-
count. We have implemented our approach as a tool, Spinfer.
We evaluate Spinfer on a range of challenging large-scale
changes from the Linux kernel and obtain rules that achieve
86% precision and 69% recall on average.

1 Introduction

The Linux kernel is present today in all kinds of computing en-
vironments, from smartphones to supercomputers, including
both the latest hardware and “ancient” systems. This multipli-
city of targets with widely varying needs has implied that the
code base has grown steadily over the Linux kernel’s 28-year
history, reaching 18M lines of code in Linux v5.4 (Nov. 2019).
The complexity of designing an operating system kernel and
the need to continually take into account new requirements
has implied that the design of internal interfaces must be re-
visited, triggering the need for repetitive changes among the
users of these interfaces that may affect an entire subsystem,
or even the entire source tree. The size and number of the
needed changes can discourage developers from performing
them, and can introduce errors. Furthermore, when code is in-
completely transformed, the volume of the performed changes
can obscure the conditions that later developers who want to
complete the change should take into account.

Since 2008, the automatic C code transformation tool Coc-
cinelle [12] has been part of the Linux kernel developer tool-
box for automating large-scale changes in kernel code. Coc-
cinelle provides a notion of semantic patch allowing kernel de-
velopers to write transformation rules using a patch-like [16]

(i.e., diff-like) syntax, enhanced with metavariables to rep-
resent common but unspecified subterms and notation for
reasoning about control-flow paths. Given a semantic patch,
Coccinelle applies the rules automatically across the code
base. Today, Coccinelle is widely adopted by the Linux com-
munity: semantic patches are part of the Linux kernel source
tree, are invokable from the kernel build infrastructure, and
are regularly run by Intel’s Linux kernel 0-day build-testing
service [10]. Semantic patches have been written by kernel
developers to make timers more secure [5], prepare the Linux
kernel for the overflow of 32-bit time values in 2038 [6],
reduce code size [27], etc.

Kernel developers use Coccinelle by first writing a semantic
patch to perform a desired change, then applying it to the code
base using Coccinelle and manually checking the resulting
patch, and finally submitting the resulting patch for review
and integration, according to the standard kernel development
process [28]. Semantic patches have also been recognized as
providing a precise means of communication about changes;
developers include semantic patches in the commit logs of
large-scale changes, and maintainers ask for them if they are
not present, showing that semantic patches are considered to
be valuable in the review and subsequent maintenance process.
Still, there remain large-scale changes in the Linux kernel
commit history where Coccinelle has not been used. Through
discussions with Linux kernel developers we have learned that
some know that Coccinelle would be helpful to them but, as
they do not use it often, they do not remember the syntax. They
also report that this realization often comes after performing
a few manual changes. Furthermore, Coccinelle does not
help developers understand existing large-scale changes, if no
semantic patch is provided.

To better help developers, we propose to infer semantic
patches from existing change examples, represented by a col-
lection of files from before and after a change has been ap-
plied. Semantic patch inference can help developers under-
stand previous changes without looking at hundreds of change
instances. Semantic patch inference can also help developers
with little Coccinelle knowledge use semantic patches if they
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are willing to make a few instances of the change manually.
Inferring semantic patches from real Linux kernel code

changes, however, raises some challenges. The Linux kernel
is written in C, which is a low-level language. Individual
functionalities may be implemented as multiple C statements
connected by control-flow and data-flow constraints. These
constraints must be captured from the change examples and
validated in the code to transform. A single kernel interface
may expose multiple functions and data structures that can be
used in various ways, any or all of which may be affected by
a change. Inference must thus be able to cope with multiple
change variants. Finally changes that are relevant to many files
may be tangled with noise, i.e., changes that are specific to a
particular file, and thus are not worth automating. Semantic
patch inference should be able to ignore such changes.

In this paper, we propose an approach to semantic patch
inference that scales to the needs of systems code, such as
the Linux kernel. Starting with the intraprocedural control-
flow graphs of the original and changed functions found in
the examples, our approach iteratively identifies code frag-
ments having a common structure and common control-flow
relationships across the examples, and merges them into a
rule proposition. During this iterative merging process, rules
are split as inconsistencies appear. Our approach is able to
infer semantic patches from examples that overlap, that im-
plement a family of transformations, and that may include
noise. We have implemented our approach as a tool, Spin-
fer, targeting semantic-patch inference for the Linux kernel.
Spinfer-inferred semantic patches can be read and understood,
reviewed, and automatically applied to the Linux kernel.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose a taxonomy of challenges that must be han-
dled by transformation-rule inference tools and assess
recent work and our proposed approach according to this
taxonomy.

• We propose an approach to automatic inference of se-
mantic patches that takes control and data-flow, multiple
change instances, multiple change variants and unrelated
changes into account. We provide an implementation of
this approach for C code in the tool Spinfer.

• We evaluate Spinfer on a large set of 80 changes, af-
fecting thousands of files drawn from recent Linux ker-
nel versions, against semantic patches written by a Coc-
cinelle expert. Generated semantic patches achieve on
average 86% precision and 69% recall.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents some motivation for our work, our taxonomy and the
most closely related work. Section 3 presents our approach
and its implementation in Spinfer. Section 4 evaluates Spinfer
on 80 recent sets of changes to the Linux kernel. Finally, Sec-
tion 5 presents other related work and Section 6 concludes.

2 Background and Motivation

We first present an example of a large-scale change from the
Linux kernel development history. Based on the challenges
identified in this example, we then propose a taxonomy of
challenges for transformation-rule inference. We then assess
related approaches in terms of this taxonomy.

2.1 Motivating example
Linux kernel timers were originally initialized by a multi-
step process, involving a call to init_timer to initialize a
timer structure and two assignments to initialize the fields
function and data, describing what to do when the timer
expires. In Linux 2.6.15, released in 2006, setup_timer was
introduced to combine these operations and thus simplify the
source code. Elimination of init_timer got off to a slow
start, with 73 changes in 2008 and then little activity until
2014. In 2014-2016 there were 43, 93, and 37 changes per
year, respectively. The remaining 267 calls were removed in
2017, when it was also recognized that incremental initializa-
tion using init_timer represents a security hole.1

Figure 1 illustrates some instances of the init_timer
change.2 We examine these instances in terms of the chal-
lenges they pose for semantic patch inference.
Control-flow. The change typically involves removing three
statements, i.e., the call and the two field initializations. These
three statements are typically part of some larger block of
code, and thus do not correspond to an independent subtree
of an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). They are not always con-
tiguous either (nicstar.c).
Data-flow. The change involves keeping the same expres-
sion for the init_timer and setup_timer first argument,
and for the structure used in the data and function field
initialization.
Multiple variants. While the examples basically perform
the same operations, at a detailed level there are a number
of variations. For example, the first two examples initialize
both the function and data fields, but in the opposite order.
Semantic-patch inference should be able to proceed in the
face of these variants and generate the needed rules. The last
example presents yet another variant that does not initialize
the data field at all, retaining the default value of 0. This
variant poses a further challenge, as it overlaps with the other
variants, in that all of the examples remove an init_timer
call and the initialization of the function field. Semantic-
patch inference has to carefully order the resulting rules such
that a rule setting the third argument of setup_timer, repre-
senting the timer data, to 0UL does not apply to code where a
value for the data field is specified.

1https://lkml.org/lkml/2017/8/16/817
2Commit b9eaf1872222. All commits cited in this paper are available

at https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/
linux.git
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drivers/s390/block/dasd.c
- init_timer(&device->timer);
- device->timer.function = dasd_device_timeout;
- device->timer.data = (unsigned long) device;
+ setup_timer(&device->timer, dasd_device_timeout,
+ (unsigned long)device);

drivers/atm/nicstar.c
- init_timer(&ns_timer);
+ setup_timer(&ns_timer, ns_poll, 0UL);
ns_timer.expires = jiffies + NS_POLL_PERIOD;

- ns_timer.data = 0UL;
- ns_timer.function = ns_poll;

drivers/net/wireless/intersil/hostap/hostap_hw.c
- init_timer(&local->passive_scan_timer);
- local->passive_scan_timer.data =
- (unsigned long) local;
- local->passive_scan_timer.function =
- hostap_passive_scan;
-
- init_timer(&local->tick_timer);
- local->tick_timer.data = (unsigned long) local;
- local->tick_timer.function = hostap_tick_timer;
+ setup_timer(&local->passive_scan_timer,
+ hostap_passive_scan, (unsigned long)local);
+ setup_timer(&local->tick_timer, hostap_tick_timer,
+ (unsigned long)local);

arch/blackfin/kernel/nmi.c
- init_timer(&ntimer);
- ntimer.function = nmi_wdt_timer;
+ setup_timer(&ntimer, nmi_wdt_timer, 0UL);

Figure 1: Variants of the init_timer change

Multiple instances. Another form of variation in the exam-
ples is the number of instances of a given change. Most of
the examples initialize only one timer, but hostap_hw.c ini-
tializes two. To concisely describe the overall change, it is
better to obtain a rule for a single timer that applies to this
code twice, rather than obtaining a rule specific for this case.

Noise. Change examples can also contain extraneous changes
from which it is not useful to infer semantic patches. A sin-
gle patch may, for example, change a function definition and
update the uses of the function accordingly. The change to
the definition is a one-time operation, so it is not useful to au-
tomate. Another possibility is the presence of other changes,
such as minor refactorings. While research on application soft-
ware has found that the latter tangled changes are frequent [9],
the Linux kernel documentation requires that developers sep-
arate their changes into one change per patch [28], and thus
we expect tangled changes to be a minor issue in our setting
in practice.

2.2 Taxonomy
Based on the above examples and study of other large-scale
changes in the Linux kernel, we have created a taxonomy,
shown in Table 1, of challenges for transformation-rule infer-

ence. This taxonomy can be used to characterize particular
change examples and to compare transformation-rule infer-
ence approaches.

Table 1: Taxonomy of challenges for transformation inference
C: Control-flow dependencies
0. No control-flow dependencies between changed terms
1. Intraprocedural dependencies between changed terms
2. Intraprocedural dependencies between changed and
unchanged terms
3. Some terms must not appear within relevant
control-flow paths
4. Interprocedural control-flow dependencies between
changed and unchanged terms
D: Data-flow dependencies
0. No data-flow dependencies between changed terms
1. Data-flow dependencies between changed terms
2. Data-flow dependencies between changed and
unchanged terms
I: Change instances per function
0. One instance
1. Multiple instances
2. Overlapping instances
V: Change variants
0. One variant
1. Multiple variants
2. Multiple variants with specific order
N: Noise (errors and unrelated changes)
0. No noise
1. Contains noise

The taxonomy considers the relationship between changed
terms in a single change instance (C and D), the ways in which
multiple change instances can appear within a single function
(I), and the possibility of change variants (V ) and unrelated
changes (N, noise). For control-flow dependencies, the taxon-
omy entries range from no dependencies (C0) to changes that
requires intraprocedural dependencies to changed terms (C1)
to changes that involve dependencies between both changed
and unchanged terms across multiple functions (C4). For data-
flow dependencies, the taxonomy entries range from no de-
pendencies (D0) to data dependencies between both changed
and unchanged terms (D2). For multiple change instances,
the taxonomy entries range from one instance per function
(I0) to overlapping instances (I2). For multiple variants, the
taxonomy entries range from one variant at all change in-
stances (V0) to multiple variants that have to be considered
in a specific order (V2). For noise, the taxonomy entries have
either the absence of noise (N0) or presence of noise (N1).
Spinfer targets C1,D2, I2,V2,N1 (control-flow and data-flow
constraints, potentially overlapping change instances, multi-
ple order-dependent change variants, and the possibility of
noise in the examples).
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2.3 Existing tools

A number of tools have previously been developed to in-
fer transformation rules or update API uses automatically.
Most of these tools target user-level applications written in
object-oriented languages, typically Java, while we target an
operating system kernel written in C. While these different
kinds of code bases raise different challenges, all of the issues
we identify with existing tools also apply to our setting.

Individual examples. Sydit [17], A4 [11], MEDITOR [30],
APPEVOLVE [7], and GENPAT [8] generate transformation
rules from individual change examples. All of these ap-
proaches except GENPAT abstract over the examples by ab-
stracting over variables. In practice, change examples mix
generic computations and computations that are specific to a
particular application. Abstracting over variables is not always
sufficient to abstract away these application-specific compu-
tations. Such approaches thus obtain low recall on anything
but the simplest examples. GENPAT [8] bases abstraction de-
cisions on the frequency of various terms in code repositories
such as GitHub. As GENPAT’s abstraction strategy is based
on the properties of a large code corpus rather than on the
change itself, it may infer transformations that are too generic,
transforming code that should not be changed, thus reducing
precision. The evaluation presented in the work on GENPAT
reflects these issues.

Approaches that abstract from individual examples may
perform incorrect transformations if the examples are not
given to the tool in the right order. For example, in the
init_timer example, if nmi.c is provided as an example
first, then all timer initialization code will be incorrectly up-
dated with the data value 0, even if another data value is
provided. APPEVOLVE addresses this issue by computing a
common core of the provided examples, and attempting to
apply the generated rules in order of their distance from this
common core. The rule generated from the nmi.c example,
however, is smaller than the others, and would thus be tested
first by such a strategy. APPEVOLVE additionally proposes to
use testing to validate the changed code, but the Linux kernel
does not provide a comprehensive suite of easy-to-run high
coverage test cases.

Several of these tools are also not able to identify change
application sites. For example, Sydit requires the user to spec-
ify the affected function, while APPEVOLVE requires the user
to specify the affected file name and line number. Manually
specifying change sites is not practical for a code base the
size of the Linux kernel.

In terms of the taxonomy, Sydit, A4, MEDITOR and
GENPAT target C0,D2, I1,V2,N0; APPEVOLVE targets
C0,D2, I1,V2,N1 but requires preliminary manual rewriting
of the change examples [29].

Multiple examples. LASE [18], REFAZER [23], and
Spdiff [1, 2] learn from multiple examples, identifying how
to abstract over these examples based on the commonalities
and differences between them.

Based on a set of change examples, LASE represents modi-
fications as a sequence of AST edits and solves the Largest
Common Subsequence Problem to find a transformation rule.
This method implies that LASE cannot learn from examples
containing unrelated changes or multiple variants, as we have
seen for init_timer. Moreover these edit subsequences do
not capture control-flow constraints and thus can generate in-
correct changes, as illustrated below. In terms of the taxonomy
LASE targets C0,D2, I0,V0,N0

REFAZER represents a transformation as a list of rewrite
rules in a domain-specific language. It clusters changes from
multiple examples and then infers one rule for each clus-
ter. Like LASE this list of rewrite rules does not incorpo-
rate control-flow constraints and thus can generate incor-
rect changes. In terms of the taxonomy REFAZER targets
C0,D2, I2,V1,N0.

Spdiff abstracts over common changes across the exam-
ples, incrementally extending a pattern until obtaining a rule
that safely describes the complete change, taking control-flow
constraints into account. It targets the Linux kernel and pro-
duces Coccinelle semantic patches. In terms of the taxonomy
Spdiff targets C2,D2, I2,V0,N0, however when tested on all of
our examples it produced no correct results. For even simple
function call replacements, we found that Spdiff spends much
time on finding more complex but actually incorrect solutions.

We can note that, with the exception of Spdiff, all exist-
ing tools do not handle control-flow relationships between
changed terms. To illustrate the impact of control flow, we
have performed an experiment on Linux kernel-like code us-
ing LASE3 (the distributed implementation of Refazer only
supports restricted subsets of Python and C#, making it diffi-
cult to test in practice). Consider the following Linux kernel
change example:4

- tport = kmalloc(sizeof(struct ti_port), GFP_KERNEL);
+ tport = kzalloc(sizeof(struct ti_port), GFP_KERNEL);
if (tport == NULL) {

dev_err(&dev->dev, "%s - out of memory\n", ...);
status = -ENOMEM;
goto free_tports;

}
- memset(tport, 0, sizeof(struct ti_port));

Thus, from examples such as this one, LASE infers a rule
that makes the following incorrect changes:

if (a)
- x = kmalloc(sizeof(*x), GFP_KERNEL);
+ x = kzalloc(sizeof(*x), GFP_KERNEL);
else

- memset(x, 0, sizeof(*x));

3LASE targets Java. We use C in the presented examples for consistency
with the rest of the paper.

4Commit 7ac9da10af7f
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and

- x = kmalloc(sizeof(*x), GFP_KERNEL);
+ y = kzalloc(sizeof(*y), GFP_KERNEL);
y = kmalloc(sizeof(*x), GFP_KERNEL);

- memset(y, 0, sizeof(*y));
memset(x, 0, sizeof(*x));

The first case shows that the inferred rule does not check
that the memset affects the result of the call to kmalloc
in the same control-flow path, thus performing an incorrect
transformation. The second case shows that the inferred rule
modifies the wrong memset, i.e., the one affecting y rather
than the one affecting x, and, worse, rearranges the variables
so that x is no longer initialized. LASE only updates the first
match in each function, and thus the second call to kmalloc
is left unchanged. The former example may be unlikely for
the specific functions of kmalloc and memset, but there is an
instance analogous to the latter example in the Linux kernel
history.5

Our approach. Given the difficulty of choosing an appro-
priate degree of abstraction from only one example, and given
the availability of multiple examples of the use of most inter-
faces in the Linux kernel, our approach relies on multiple ex-
amples. Our approach is able to infer and express both control-
flow and data-flow relationships that must be respected be-
tween fragments of code that are to be transformed. It adapts
to variations in the examples to produce multiple rules and
tolerates noise. Finally it produces transformation rules in a
readable notation that is close to C code and is familiar to
Linux kernel developers.

To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the only one
capable of handling all these challenges at the same time and
requires no rewriting of example code, making it suitable for
systems code transformations.

3 Approach and Tool Design

In this section, we first give an overview of our approach,
and then present the various steps used by our tool Spinfer to
realize this approach. Spinfer is implemented as 10.6K lines
of OCaml code. For parsing C code and mining control-flow
relationships, it reuses the infrastructure of Coccinelle [12].

3.1 Overview

Our goal is to produce Coccinelle transformation rules based
on a set of provided change examples, consisting of pairs
of functions from Before and After the change. To motivate
the steps of our approach, we first consider a semantic patch,
composed of 4 rules, that a Coccinelle expert might write
based on the init_timer examples illustrated in Section 2:

5Commit 87755c0b3af6.

@@expression T,F,D;@@
- init_timer(&T);
+ setup_timer(&T, F, D);
...

- T.data = D;
- T.function = F;

@@expression T,F,D;@@
- init_timer(&T);
+ setup_timer(&T, F, D);
...

- T.function = F;
- T.data = D;

@@expression T,F,D;@@
- T.function = F;
- T.data = D;
...

- init_timer(&T);
+ setup_timer(&T, F, D);

@@expression T,F;@@
- init_timer(&T);
+ setup_timer(&T, F, 0UL);
...

- T.function = F;

The semantic patch consists of four transformation rules for
the four different patterns of changes that occur in the exam-
ples. Each rule initially declares some metavariables, repre-
senting abstracted subterms, and then describes the changes
as a sequence of lines of code patterns annotated with - and
+, indicating code to remove and add, respectively. “...” rep-
resents a control-flow path, connecting the code matched by
the pattern before the “...” to the pattern after the “...”.
Coccinelle applies a semantic patch to C source code in terms
of the C source code’s control-flow graph (CFG). A CFG
as used by Coccinelle contains a node for each semicolon-
terminated statement in the function, as well as for each if
header, while header, etc. Coccinelle matches each rule of
a semantic patch against the CFG of each function in a C
file. When a match is found, Coccinelle transforms the code
found in each matched CFG node according to the - and +
annotations. More details about Coccinelle’s semantic patch
language SmPL are presented elsewhere [3].

We can observe that these four transformation rules share
some constituents:

• Removal of a call to init_timer: init_timer(&T);

• Removal of a data field initialization: T.data = D;

• Removal of a function field initialization:
T.function = F;

• Addition of the call setup_timer(&T, F, D);

We call these constituents abstract fragments, as they are
fragments of a semantic change and each of them has a par-
ticular role in that change. Identifying a semantic patch as an
assembly of small abstract fragments can help to solve the
challenges highlighted in the introduction. In this view:

• Control-flow dependencies are the rules to assemble
fragments together.

• Data-flow dependencies are the rules to match metavari-
ables together.

• Variants are different assemblies of abstract fragments.

• Errors and noise are very unpopular abstract fragments.
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One can thus resolve these challenges by identifying the ab-
stract fragments to consider and by determining how to as-
semble them together.

Following this observation, our approach focuses on finding
abstract semantic patch fragments that will be assembled into
one or more semantic patch rules. Each rule will match one of
the variants illustrated by the examples. We have implemented
this approach as a tool named Spinfer.

Starting from a set of examples, consisting of pairs of files
before and after some changes, Spinfer constructs a set of
transformation rules describing the changes. For this, Spinfer
first identifies sets of common removed or added terms across
the examples, then generalizes the terms in each set into a
pattern that matches all of the terms in the set, and finally
integrates these patterns into transformation rules that respect
both the control-flow and data constraints exhibited by the
examples, splitting the rules if necessary when inconsistencies
appear.

Spinfer is organized as follows:

1. Identification of abstract fragments: Spinfer first clusters
subterms from the examples having a similar structure
and generalizes each cluster into an abstract fragment
that matches all the terms in the cluster.

2. Assembling the rule-graphs: Spinfer then combines the
abstracted fragments into a semantic patch rule-graph, a
representation of a transformation rule as a graph, where
nodes represent fragments to add and remove, and where
edges are determined by control-flow dependencies ex-
hibited in the associated examples.

3. Splitting: When assembling fails or when Spinfer detects
data-flow inconsistencies, Spinfer splits existing rule-
graphs into more specific ones.

4. Rule ordering: Finally, Spinfer orders the generated rules,
removing redundant ones, to maximize precision and
recall while minimizing the number of rules for the final
semantic patch.

3.2 Identification of abstract fragments
The goal is to cluster nodes sharing similar subterms to form
abstract fragments. Given that we have no a priori knowledge
of the change variants illustrated by our examples, we must
make an arbitrary decision about the granularity at which to
investigate their subterms. Concretely, we choose the granu-
larity of individual statements in a straightline code sequence,
as well as function headers and headers of conditionals and
iterators. An example from the init_timer code would
be init_timer(&device->timer);. Such terms have the
desirable property of being complete statements and expres-
sions, with simple control-flow relationships between them.
We refer to these terms as nodes as they will later correspond

to the nodes of the control-flow graphs (CFGs) that we use to
validate the control-flow constraints.

Spinfer then proceeds with an initial clustering of the CFG-
nodes to be removed and added according to the examples.
This clustering is independent of control-flow information,
and is refined by control-flow constraints in the subsequent
step. Each cluster will be represented by the smallest abstrac-
tion that matches all members in the cluster, known as the anti-
unifier [21,22] of the cluster. Clustering code fragments using
anti-unification has already been used in REVISAR [24]
and CodeDigger [4]. However these approaches give the
same weights to all anti-unifiers, regardless of their popu-
larity, which cannot help to discriminate noise from relevant
nodes. Spinfer overcomes this limitation by using techniques
from text mining.

Node weighting: To facilitate clustering and noise detec-
tion, we want to give higher weight to anti-unifiers that are
likely to form correct abstract fragments, and lower weight to
anti-unifiers that are either too specific, manifested as rarely
occurring across the set of examples, or too generic, man-
ifested as occurring frequently within a single example, to
describe the change. This goal is very similar to the goal of the
term frequency – inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [26]
process used in text mining to highlight words that partic-
ularly characterize the meaning of a given document in a
corpus. Spinfer requires the inverse notion, i.e., anti-unifiers
that are common to many documents (i.e., functions), but do
not occur too frequently in any given document.

Concretely, Spinfer uses a process that we call function
frequency – inverse term frequency (FF-ITF). In FF-ITF terms
are anti-unifiers and a term weight increases with the number
of functions that contains nodes matching this term (function
frequency), and decreases with the number of nodes matching
this term which appear in the same function (inverse term
frequency).

The first step is to count how many times each anti-unifier
appears. To do so, Spinfer first represents each node as a set of
anti-unifiers that can match this node, from very abstract ones,
that are likely to be shared by several nodes, to very concrete
ones; we only consider anti-unifiers that at least abstract over
local variables. Then given an anti-unifier A , a set of functions
F and a particular function f ∈F that contains the set of nodes
N f , our weight wA , f is:

FFA =
|{ f ′ ∈ F : A ∈ f ′}|

|F |

ITFA , f = log
|N f |

|{n ∈ N f : A ∈ n}|+1

wA , f = FFA × ITFA , f

This weight function is closely related to the one used in TF-
IDF. We illustrate why this weight function works with an ex-
ample on the init_timer(&ntimer); code fragment. We
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consider here only the 3 following anti-unifiers: (1) Expr;, (2)
init_timer(&ntimer); and (3) init_timer(&Expr);.
(1) is too generic and matches every statement, consequently
it will have high function frequency but a very low inverse
term frequency. Conversely (2) is too specific and proba-
bly matches only one node, so it will have a low function
frequency but a high inverse term frequency. (3) matches
init_timer function calls and nothing else, making it a
good candidate to form correct abstract fragment. It will have
both a high function frequency and a high inverse term fre-
quency, which will result in a higher weight than (1) and (2).

Noise detection: The result of the node weighting gives
a set of weighted anti-unifiers for every modified node of
each example. The next step is to separate noise from rele-
vant nodes. As noise is composed of very unpopular code
fragments, all its anti-unifiers are either too generic or have
very low function frequency, and as a consequence, have low
weights. On the contrary relevant nodes have at least one anti-
unifier with a high weight. Thus it is possible to distinguish
noise nodes from relevant nodes by looking at the weight of
their highest weighted anti-unifier.

To decide if a node is relevant, Spinfer compares the weight
of the node’s highest weighted anti-unifier to the average of
the weights of the highest weighted anti-unifier of each node.
If it is below a certain distance from this average, the node
is considered to be noise. We have performed a separate
experiment on the noise detection and looked for the distance
at which we could mark nodes as noise without producing
false positives. We found the ideal distance to be slightly less
than 3 standard deviations.

Nodes marked as noise are dropped from further processing
by Spinfer.

Clustering: In this step, we want to group together nodes
that share a common high-weighted anti-unifier. For this Spin-
fer, proceeds with the clustering of the nodes not identified
as noise. Spinfer first assigns to each node a characteristic
vector encoding the weights of all anti-unifiers for this node.
Our approach uses agglomerative hierarchical clustering with
complete linkage, described by Zhao et al. [31], on our char-
acteristic vectors. This approach has already been used for
document classification in conjunction with TF-IDF weight-
ing [31].

The number of clusters is determined using the best average
Silhouette score [25], a score estimating the quality of the
clustering, for all possible numbers of clusters. After this
procedure we obtain groups of nodes that are very similar,
and that will be transformed to abstract fragments in the next
step.

We illustrate this procedure with the init_timer change.
In each of our init_timer examples, three nodes are re-
moved and one node is added. The clusters are shown on the

Cluster (code and CFG-Diff node) Abstraction
init_timer(&device->timer); init_timer(&X0);

init_timer(&ns_timer);

device->timer.function = X0.function = X1;

dasd_device_timeout;

ns_timer.function = ns_poll;

device->timer.data = X0.data = X1;

(unsigned long) device;

ns_timer.data = 0UL;

Figure 2: Before clusters and anti-unifiers from the
init_timer examples. X0 and X1 are metavariables.

init_timer
(&X0);

X0.function
= X1;

X0.data
= X1;

Figure 3: init_timer Before fragments

left side of Figure 2. Each element of a cluster is annotated
with the example from which it comes and its position in that
example.

For each cluster, Spinfer then create its anti-unifier, that
retains the common parts of the terms in the cluster, and
abstracts the subterms that are not common to all of the terms
as metavariables, i.e., elements that can match any term. The
right side of Figure 2 shows the anti-unifier for each cluster.

Anti-unifiers represent sets of similar terms, but do not
provide any control-flow information. In order to prepare for
the next step, which constructs a semantic patch rule proposi-
tion based on control-flow constraints, Spinfer next expands
each anti-unifier into the fragment of a control-flow graph that
the anti-unifier’s constituent node fragments represent, called
an abstract fragment. An abstract fragment is composed of
at least one node that contains the abstracted pattern, and a
non-empty list of pairs of entry and exit points. Multi-node
abstract fragments are created for complex control-flow struc-
tures such as conditionals and loops. Figure 3 shows some
fragments for our init_timer example.

3.3 Assembling the semantic patch rule-graph

In order to address the first semantic patch inference challenge
of capturing control-flow constraints, Spinfer relies on the
notion of dominance [15] in CFGs. A node A dominates a
node B in a directed graph G if every path from the entry
node of G to B goes through A. A is then a dominator of
B. Similarly, a node B postdominates a node A if every path
from A to an exit node of G goes through B. B is then a
postdominator of A. This notion generalizes straightforwardly
to sets of nodes. Dominance characterizes the semantics of
Coccinelle’s “...” operator. A pattern of the form A . . . B
matches a fragment of C code if the set of terms matching
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init_timer(...);

ns_timer.expire = ...;

ns_timer.data = ...;

ns_timer.function = ...;

setup_timer(...);

Figure 4: CFG-Diff for the nicstar.c init_timer change

init_timer
(&X0);

init_timer
(&X0);

X0.function
= X1;

init_timer
(&X0);

X0.function
= X1;

setup_timer
(X0,X1,X2);

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5: Steps in semantic patch-rule-graph construction

B postdominate the term matching A, meaning that from the
code matching A, all outgoing paths reach code matching B.

Spinfer first constructs the control-flow graph (CFG) of
each changed function in the examples, before and after the
change. Each pair of before and after CFGs is then merged
into a single CFG, referred to as a CFG-Diff. In the CFG-Diff,
removed nodes from the before CFG are colored Before (red/-
dark grey) and added nodes from the after CFG are colored
After (green/light grey). An extract of the CFG-Diff for the
nicstar.c change is shown in Figure 4.

To construct a semantic patch rule, Spinfer first constructs a
semantic patch rule-graph, incrementally adding first Before
fragments and then After fragments as long as the dominance
relations in the semantic patch rule-graph respect the dom-
inance relations in the example CFGs associated with the
fragments.

We present the semantic patch-rule-graph construction al-
gorithm in terms of the init_timer example. Spinfer starts
with an empty semantic patch rule-graph, consisting of two
special nodes, a global entry node and a global exit node, and
a directed edge from the global entry node to the global exit
node (Figure 5(a), the half-circle is the global entry node and
the full circle is the global exit node). By convention, the
global entry node dominates every node and every node post-
dominates it, and the global exit node postdominates every
node and every node dominates it.

For our example, out of the available fragments (Figure 3),
suppose that Spinfer first chooses the one representing the
init_timer calls. This fragment can be added straightfor-
wardly (Figure 5(b)) because the start node and the end node
dominate and postdominate every node, respectively. Next,
Spinfer may add the fragment representing the initialization

of the timer’s function field, below the node representing
the init_timer call. Indeed, in both Before CFGs, the call
to init_timer dominates the function field initialization,
either because of a direct connection between them, or be-
cause of a control-flow path consisting of straightline code
between them. The function field initialization likewise
postdominates the init_timer call. The resulting semantic
patch rule-graph is shown in Figure 5(c).

We defer the treatment of the initialization of the data
field to Section 3.4, and turn to the integration of the After
fragment, i.e., the abstracted call to setup_timer. While
the addition of the Before fragments relies on dominance
relations between the fragment and the nodes already in the
semantic patch rule-graph, this is not always possible for After
nodes. Indeed, there exist no dominance relations between
the Before and After nodes. When an addition is in fact a
replacement, we observe that the After node and the Before
node it is replacing share common context (non-modified)
predecessors and successors (see Figure 4). Moreover, this
context does dominate/postdominate both the deletion and
the addition. Spinfer exploits this property to insert After
fragments. For this, Spinfer replaces each entry and exit pair
of the After fragment by the nearest context predecessors and
successors, if any, and checks the domination properties on
these context nodes instead. If the properties hold then the
fragment is inserted. The context used is replaced by Merge
nodes, that are omitted in the final semantic patch.

3.4 Splitting the semantic patch rule-graph
Assembling the semantic patch rule-graph can fail, due to
inconsistencies. This situation occurs when there are multiple
change variants in the examples, our third semantic patch in-
ference challenge. One possible inconsistency is incompatible
domination properties, representing inconsistent control flow.
Another is the inability to map metavariables to terms in a
way that allows the added code to be constructed from the
removed code, representing a form of inconsistent data flow.
Spinfer splits the semantic patch rule-graph and reduces the
genericity of metavariables to address these issues.

Control-flow inconsistencies. Trying to insert the data
field initialization fragment into the rule-graph shown in
Figure 5(c), reveals a control-flow inconsistency: dasd.c
initializes the data field after the function field, while
nicstar.c initializes it before. To proceed, Spinfer chooses
an element of the data field initialization cluster, say the
one from dasd.c, and splits the cluster into one cluster of
the instances that respect the same control-flow constraints
and another cluster for the remaining instances. The latter
is deferred for later integration. At the same time, Spinfer
splits the semantic patch-rule graph into one copy derived
from the graphs whose data field initialization respects the
same control flow constraints as the dasd.c initialization
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and another copy for the rest. The latter rule-graph copy is
likewise pushed onto a stack for later treatment.

After splitting the cluster and the semantic patch rule-graph,
Spinfer can add the fragment representing data field initial-
izations that are consistent with dasd.c into the rule-graph
below the function field initialization, and then proceed to
the integration of the After fragment, as described previously.
With this rule-graph complete, Spinfer then proceeds to the
next rule-graph on the stack and the remaining fragments.

A semantic patch rule-graph split may lead to a situation,
as we have here, where a rule-graph represents only a single
example. In this case, Spinfer leaves the generated semantic
patch rule abstract, according to the metavariables motivated
by the clustering, to allow the generated semantic patch rule to
match code from other files. This extra abstraction, however,
may lead to false positives, if the rule is so generic that it
matches parts of the code that should not be transformed. In a
final step, Spinfer validates the complete generated semantic
patch on the complete example files, which may contain a
great deal of code other than that of the functions the rule was
learned from. If this validation shows that a rule causes false
positives, Spinfer specializes the rule according to the specific
code fragments that motivated its construction, resulting in a
safer, but potentially less widely applicable, semantic patch
rule.

Data-flow inconsistencies. A semantic patch rule needs to
be able to construct the After code from the information found
in the Before code, to carry out the intended change. Thus,
in a completed semantic patch rule-graph, Spinfer reassigns
the metavariables, X0, X1, etc. (see Figure 2), that were local
to each fragment, in a way that is consistent across the pro-
posed semantic patch rule. It may occur that no consistent
assignment is possible, and some metavariables may remain
in the After fragments that are not instantiated by the Before
fragments.

As an example, suppose we add the fourth example of
Figure 1 to our set of fragments. This example has no data
field initialization, and thus it will cause a split from the oth-
ers, producing a separate semantic patch rule-graph. This
rule-graph will indicate removal of the abstract fragment
init_timer(&X0); and removal of the subsequent frag-
ment X0.function = X1;, and the addition of the fragment
setup_timer(X0,X1,X2);. X2, however, represents 0UL,
which is not represented by any of the metavariables of the re-
moved code. In this situation, Spinfer agglomeratively consid-
ers subsets of the examples contributing to the semantic patch
rule-graph, to determine whether respecializing the metavari-
ables to the contents of the considered subsets can produce a
consistent metavariable assignment. In our case, there is only
one associated example, and Spinfer eliminates X2 entirely,
replacing it with 0UL in the generated semantic patch.

3.5 Rule ordering

Finally Spinfer pretty prints each semantic patch rule-graph
into a rule, and then orders the rules to form a single semantic
patch. This last step is important because graph splitting can
produce rules that subsume other rules or rules that must
be executed in a certain order to limit the number of false
positives. For instance, for the init_timer example, a rule
matching the nmi.c variant must be executed after all other
rules that could have consumed the missing data field.

To solve these issues Spinfer first looks for semantic patch
rules that subsume other rules. Let R1 and R2 be two rules and
let T P1 and T P2 be the sets of true positives and FP1 and FP2
the sets of false positives produced by applying R1 and R2
respectively, by using Coccinelle on the provided examples.
R1 is said to be subsumed by R2 if T P1 is a subset of T P2 and
FP1 is a superset of FP2. When Spinfer detects a rule that is
subsumed by others it is eliminated from the final semantic
patch. Finally, Spinfer orders the remaining semantic patch
rules, by looking at the F2 score (a combination of precision
and recall that favors high recall) of tentative semantic patches
each consisting of a pair of rules. From these results, it does a
topological sort to order the complete set of semantic patch
rules into a single semantic patch.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Spinfer on two datasets composed
of real changes from the Linux kernel. We then illustrate
a failure case of Spinfer in which it generates an incorrect
semantic patch and explain why it was generated this way.
With this example, we illustrate how a developer can easily
fix a semantic patch to produce a correct one.

4.1 Methodology

Our first dataset is a collection of 40 sets of changes in the
Linux kernel, that have been selected to challenge Spinfer, by
focusing on the higher levels of the taxonomy. Consequently,
it is not intended to be representative of the real taxonomy
distribution of Linux kernel changes. The sets include some
changes that have been performed using Coccinelle as well
as recurring changes found in recent Linux kernel versions
v4.16-v4.19, identified using the tool patchparse [20]. We
refer to this dataset as the challenging dataset.

Our second dataset is composed of 40 sets of changes ran-
domly picked from changes to the Linux kernel in 2018. To
build this dataset we first identified 175 large-scale changes
(changes from one developer affecting at least 10 files) from
the changes performed in 2018 and then we randomly selected
40. We refer to this dataset as the 2018 dataset.

For each dataset we describe the interesting aspects of its
taxonomy and we perform two experiments:
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The synthesis experiment learns semantic patches from the
full dataset containing all the files and evaluates the result-
ing semantic patch on the same set of files. This experiment
evaluates the degree to which Spinfer is able to capture the
changes found in the examples provided to it. It is relevant
to the user who wants to understand a previously performed
change. Without Spinfer, such a user has to read through the
entire patch and collect all of the different kinds of changes
performed, with no way to validate his understanding. Spinfer
does both the inference and validation automatically.

The transformation experiment, on the other hand, learns
semantic patches from a reduced dataset composed of the first
10 changed files, as indicated by the commit author date (ties
between files in the same commit are broken randomly), or
half of the full dataset if the full dataset contains fewer than 20
files. This experiment evaluates the resulting semantic patch
on the portion of the dataset that does not include the set
of files from which the rules were learned. This experiment
is relevant to the user who wants to change new code by
bootstrapping a semantic patch.

We recall that Spinfer targets the whole taxonomy, except
in terms of control flow where it targets only C0 and C1, but
not the higher levels. Since not all examples are in Spinfer’s
targets in terms of the taxonomy, for each experiment we
separate the analysis of the results according to whether the
examples are in Spinfer’s scope or not.

We use classic metrics that are applied for evaluation of
program transformation tools: precision, i.e., the percentage
of changes obtained by applying the inferred semantic patch
that are identical to the expected changes in the examples, and
recall, i.e., the percentage of expected changes in the examples
that are obtained by applying the inferred semantic patch. To
address the issue of noise we compare the changes performed
by the semantic patch generated by Spinfer against those
performed by a human-written semantic patch created by a
Coccinelle expert. In this way, we benefit from the intuition
of the human expert to filter out noise. As there are many
ways to write a semantic patch for the same change, we do
not directly compare the syntax of the generated semantic
patch against the human-written one, and instead focus on the
results of applying the semantic patch itself.

4.2 Experiments on the challenging dataset

The taxonomy of the changes for the challenging dataset
is shown in Figure 6. The majority of transformations in
this dataset require taking into account both control-flow and
data-flow relationships, with 21 examples requiring at least
control-flow dependencies on unchanged terms (C2), which
is outside of the scope of Spinfer (C0 or C1). Three quarters
of the transformations have multiple variants including one
quarter with variants that need to be performed in a specific
order, features that are targeted by Spinfer.

To evaluate Spinfer in terms of the correctness of the trans-
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Figure 6: Taxonomy of the two datasets
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Figure 7: CFG-nodes metrics for the challenging dataset

formation. We look at the ratio of correctly modified CFG-
nodes, either successfully deleted, or added to the correct
location in the CFG of the example. As Spinfer prints around
one line of semantic patch per modified node, this roughly
translates to the ratio of correct lines in the generated seman-
tic patch. Figure 7 gives the recall and precision for the node
modifications produced by the generated semantic patches,
with each bar corresponding to one set of changes. The lighter
color of the bars on the right indicates that the examples are
not in Spinfer target in terms of the taxonomy. Missing val-
ues for the transformation experiment at indices 1, 2 and 12
correspond to sets of changes with 2 modified files or fewer.
In this case, performing the transformation experiment is not
possible as Spinfer needs to learn from at least two files. Other
missing values indicate that Spinfer either did not generate
anything, or generated a semantic patch that was not appli-
cable to the evaluation dataset. These cases count as having
both a recall and a precision of 0.

On average, the semantic patches generated by Spinfer
achieve 87% precision and 81% recall for the synthesis ex-
periment, and 86% precision and 49% recall for the transfor-
mation experiment. For the part of the examples in Spinfer’s
scope in terms of the taxonomy, Spinfer obtained 88% preci-
sion and 91% recall for the synthesis experiment, and 93%
precision and 62% recall for the transformation experiment.
Precision and recall are much lower for examples outside
Spinfer’s scope, averaging 86% precision and 72% recall in
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Figure 8: Execution time for the challenging dataset

synthesis and 81% precision and 39% recall in transformation.
These results suggest that, for the subset of examples in its

scope, Spinfer can be used to infer semantic patches that can
perform most of the needed transformations. Also, by care-
fully examining the produced semantic patches, we believe
that most of the non-exhaustive semantic patches in this sub-
set can be modified in a couple of minutes to obtain complete
ones. For examples outside Spinfer scope, Spinfer is still able
to perform some of the transformations without producing
too many false positives.

As shown in Figure 8, Spinfer’s execution time is almost
linear in the number of modified functions in the training
dataset. Spinfer takes less than 50 seconds to infer a semantic
patch for examples with 10 or fewer modified functions. We
believe that Spinfer’s execution time is quite reasonable to be
used as a tool to suggest a semantic patch.

4.3 Experiments on the 2018 dataset
Figure 6 also shows the taxonomy of the changes for the
2018 dataset. Contrary to the challenging dataset, the largest
part of the changes in the 2018 dataset do not require tak-
ing complex control flow into account (C0 and C1) and thus
fit in Spinfer’s scope. The kinds of control-flow constraints
observed are from one statement to the next, and from one
statement to some later statement that is not directly contigu-
ous. Only a few changes require taking into account negative
information (C3), such as verification that a variable is not
used in its scope before removing it, or interprocedural infor-
mation (C4). However, multiple variants (I1) and noise (N1)
are very common.

We evaluate the results in the same way as for the challeng-
ing dataset. Figure 9 gives the recall and precision for the
generated semantic patch. For the four C4 cases in the taxon-
omy the results are evaluated against the developers’ changes
directly, rather than against human-written semantic patches,
as Coccinelle does not support interprocedural control-flow
constraints.

For the 2018 dataset, the generated semantic patches
achieve 85% precision and 83% recall in synthesis, and 87%
precision and 62% recall in transformation. Looking only at
the examples in the scope of Spinfer, the generated semantic
patches obtained 92% precision and 88% recall in synthesis,
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Figure 9: CFG-nodes metrics for the 2018 dataset

and 94% precision and 65% recall in transformations, which
is very close to the results for the challenging dataset. As most
of the transformations in our randomly sampled dataset are in
Spinfer scope, these results suggest that Spinfer is adapted to
real kernel transformation situations, and can generate high
quality semantic patches that can be used by kernel developers
to perform synthesis or transformation tasks.

4.4 Analysis of a failure case
We now analyze a typical failure case that gives an intuition
for why some examples have a lower recall in transformation
than in synthesis.

A case where Spinfer does not generate a high qual-
ity semantic patch is for the elimination of the cpufreq_-
frequency_table_target function. For this transforma-
tion our human expert wrote the following semantic patch:

@@ expression policy, old_freq; @@
- cpufreq_frequency_table_target(policy, old_freq,
- CPUFREQ_RELATION_H)
+ cpufreq_table_find_index_h(policy, old_freq)

@@ expression policy, old_freq; @@
- cpufreq_frequency_table_target(policy, old_freq,
- CPUFREQ_RELATION_L)
+ cpufreq_table_find_index_l(policy, old_freq)

@@ expression policy, old_freq; @@
- cpufreq_frequency_table_target(policy, old_freq,
- CPUFREQ_RELATION_C)
+ cpufreq_table_find_index_c(policy, old_freq)

The semantic patch composed of three rules replaces the
uses of cpufreq_frequency_table_target by special-
ized cpufreq_table_find_index functions. The choice
of replacement function depends on the constant used as the
third argument of cpufreq_frequency_table_target.

For this transformation we launched Spinfer on a learning
set of only two files and, in under two seconds, Spinfer gener-
ated the following semantic patch composed of two rules:

@@ expression E0, E1, E2; @@
- E0 = cpufreq_frequency_table_target(E1, E2,
- CPUFREQ_RELATION_H);
+ E0 = cpufreq_table_find_index_h(E1, E2);
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@@ expression E0, E1; @@
- E0 = cpufreq_frequency_table_target(&E1, E1.cur,
- CPUFREQ_RELATION_C);
+ E0 = cpufreq_table_find_index_c(&E1, E1.cur);

The generated semantic patch does not cover all the cases,
and thus it is incomplete. It illustrates two typical reasons for
the failure Spinfer: variant bias and over-specialization.

Variant bias happens when only a subset of variants is
present in the learning set. In this case the learning set
contains only instances with CPUFREQ_RELATION_H and
CPUFREQ_RELATION_C constants. Consequently Spinfer did
not see the third constant and cannot generate a rule for it.
Given this semantic patch, however, a developer can easily
find the missing constant and complete the semantic patch
with copy-pasting and small edits.

Over-specialization is present here in two forms: all rules are
assignments and the second rule contains a mandatory field
cur for the second parameter of both functions. Both of these
constraints are incorrect, but they are generated because they
are present in all examples in the learning set and because
Spinfer prefers precision over recall. Once again, fixing these
issues can be very quick for a Linux kernel developer, once
the basic outline of the semantic patch is provided.

We have illustrated two typical reasons for the failure of
Spinfer, in which our tool generates an incorrect semantic
patch for the testing set. These cases happen because Spinfer
somewhat overfits the learning set to prevent false positives.
However these kinds of failure can be easily and quickly fixed
by developers, by using their knowledge of the kernel or by
providing more examples to our tool.

5 Related Work

The most closely related works are Sydit [17], LASE [18],
APPEVOLVE [7], REFAZER [23], MEDITOR [30], A4 [11],
and GENPAT [8], that were already presented in Section 2.

A novelty of Spinfer is its focus on control-flow graphs.
CBCD [14] relies on Program Dependence Graphs (PDGs)
to find other instances of a known bug in a code base. CBCD
is limited to only one example bug, does not produce a script
for matching buggy code, and does not address how to fix
bugs. By considering commonalities among multiple exam-
ples, Spinfer can learn more general rules. By providing a
transformation script, Spinfer makes the result understand-
able to the user and even allows the user to improve the script
or adapt it to other uses. Finally, Spinfer-inferred semantic
patches both find code needing transformation and describe
how to transform it automatically.

Spinfer requires the existence of patches that illustrate a
desired change. When the developer does not know how to
make a change, he can search for examples in the commit
history. Patchparse [20] finds common changes in commit

histories of C code. SysEdMiner [19] finds such changes for
Java code. Prequel allows the developer to search for commits
that match patterns of removed and added code, making it
possible to find examples for specific changes [13]. The output
from those tools may be used with Spinfer.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes an approach to automatically inferring
Coccinelle semantic patches from a collection of change ex-
amples written in C. Our approach considers similar code
fragments and control flows among the changes to identify
change patterns and construct transformation rules. Generated
semantic patches are easily understandable by developers and
can be used both for understanding past changes and to per-
form large scale transformation, with little to no modifications.
We have implemented our approach as a tool named Spinfer,
and evaluated it on two sets of 40 real changes from the Linux
kernel. Our evaluation shown that Spinfer is capable of han-
dling the majority of the real Linux kernel transformation
situations by generating semantic patches with high recall
and precision in only a few minutes.

We have also identified a taxonomy of challenges that
transformation-rule inference tools for systems code must
solve, based on the complexity of the control and data flow,
and the number of change instances and variants. Such a tax-
onomy provides level ground for comparing the capabilities
of different transformation-rule inference tools, and Spinfer
achieves much safer and more comprehensive results than
previous tools with respect to the properties defined in the
taxonomy. The taxonomy can also be used to guide the future
development of Spinfer and other transformation-rule infer-
ence tools. In particular, the next frontier for transformation
rule inference is to effectively take into account unmodified
terms into control-flow dependencies. Typically, for a large-
scale change, each changed function contains many times
more unmodified lines than changed lines, and the unmod-
ified lines exhibit much greater variety. A challenge is to
identify which of the unmodified lines, if any, are relevant to
controlling when a change should be performed.
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